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Abstract

It is claimed that formal methods should be applied already when specifying the
functioning of the control/monitoring system, i.e. when planning how to implement
the desired operation of the plant Formal methods are seen as a way to mechanise
and thus automate part of the planning. All mathematical methods which can be
applied on related problem solving should be considered as formal methods.
Because formal methods can only support the designer, not replace him/her, they
must be integrated into a design support tool. Such a tool must also aid the
designer in getting the correct conception of the plant and its behaviour.

The use of a hypothetic design support tool is illustrated to clarify the requirements
such a tool such fulfil.

INTRODUCTION

Formal methods can give guidance on managing the process of designing a plant
control/monitoring system. Professional design projects always conform to systematic
practices which can be considered formal methods in this sense.

Formal methods can provide tools to organise and visualise the knowledge on which the
design is based. On course of the design project formal illustrative diagrams and other
documents complying with commonly agreed upon and understood rules are produced.
This type of utilization of formal methods is everyday practise. Computers suit well both
for knowledge management and visualisation.

Mathematical methods can be used to mechanise problem solving based on formally
represented facts and relations, formal verification of certain aspects being an example
of this. Mechanised problem solving can be computerised. Computerisation is beneficial
because algorithmic and procedural tasks, especially if they require a lot of short term
memory, can be accomplished much faster and more reliably with a computer than with
a human being. A computer tool can remember all the constraints to be taken into
account and can resolve efficiently all the implications of the design decisions and the
knowledge on the plant behaviour. Currently there are separate tools to solve some
particular problems of this type.



There are tools for drawing RT/SA diagrams which notify the user on violation of some
internal consistency rules of the diagrams. Such г tool can be seen as a designer's
intelligent notebook, which - in addition to recording the design decisions - helps in
producing comprehensive and consistent diagrams in a systematic way. In such a tool
both knowledge representation and automated problem solving are integrated, although
the latter only in minor scale.

Animation tools help to demonstrate the implications of the software design specifica-
tions. It is often learnt that requirements self-evident for a process designer are not at
all identified by the control engineer and vice versa. A good animation gives a better
understanding of the specification of the software system than printed documents.

For best possible results human intellectual capabilities and the advantages of computers
must be integrated into a user-friendly tool. Such a tool should have a user interface
providing illustrative and versatile representation of the relevant knowledge. Automated
problem solving should go on autonomously "behind the scene" without user
intervention. The constraint-based design paradigma presented for example in (Furuta93)
offers a framework for implementing this type of tool.

Constraint-based design of control/monitoring systems considers plant model as a
constraint limiting the possible behaviour of the plant (Válisuo94). The designer
specifies the desired and the undesired behavioural patterns of the plant with additional
constraints. The mathematical methods are integrated into a general constraints resolver
deducing from the given constraints possible behaviours of the plant. The constraints
may imply incompletely determined behaviour represented as envelopes of possible
behaviours and state graphs used for example in QSEM-type qualitative simulation
(Kuipers89).

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The requirements for software intended to control or monitor a pnxïss plant are
deduced from what is known about the plant and its operational requirements and
operational limitations, see Figure 1. It may be that the requirements for the software'
are more complex than the requirements for the operation of the overall system. For the
process plant designer the software requirements may be difficult to understand while
the software designer may be ignorant of many requirements of the plant operation
which the plant designer considers selfevident Altogether it is often more difficult to
deduce the software requirements than to design and implement the software satisfying

1 Software development is discussed in this paper. The very same desing problem is encountered also
when implementing die control/monitoring functions with e.g. hardwired logic or when planning operating
procedures.
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those requirements2. Hence
formal methods should be devel-
oped to support deduction of the
software requirements from the
operational requirements of the
overall system and from a model
of the plant behaviour.

Computerised support for the
manipulation of the pieces of
knowledge in Figure 1 requires
uniform representation of the
operational requirements and
limitations, plant behaviour and
control/monitoring system. In
addition an appropriate inference
engine to do all the reasoning,
equation solving, theorem
proving, simulation etc. is
needed. These aspects are
discussed for example in (Valisuo94). In the following it is not discussed how to
implement such and inference engine, but requirements for an appropriate one are
sketched.

Р1ЛИТ

OVERALL SYSTEM

Figure 1. An overall system composed of a process plant and
a control/monitoring system.

DESIGN PROCESS

A small part of a hypothetic power plant of Figure 2 and Figure 3 and a simple
operation sequence is examined in the following to exemplify the requirements of a
computerised tool to support operations planning.

The task is to increase the boron concentration in the tank tnkA before the plant
shutdown. The first question arising is what is this system for? It seems difficult to
design any control actions before this question is answered. Thus a computerised tool
should provide an easy access to the database of plant documentation answering this
kind of questions, although in principle all the involved know the answer.

Figure 3 gives an impression that boron concentrate could directly be pumped into tnkA.
To find out if this really is the case the pressures of the tanks and the maximum
pressure developed by the pump must be known. Plant operational limitations may tell
that the tanks are not normally filled from the bottom.

2 A protection system monitoring some redundant measurements, validating, the signals and triggering
a shutdown under given conditions is a system where more emphasis must be put on the software itself
than on the co-operation of the plant and the software.



Figure 2. Part of the make-up water system of a hypothetic PWR.

The tool should show normal operational range of the components or alternatively it
should allow the user to set the desired operational range of some variables. The tool
should have a model of the plant so that it could check that the values given by the user
are consistent with the modeL In addition the tool should be able to "fill in" unspecified
values. For example, if the user specifies an operational range3 for the primary side of
the heat exchanger in Figure 2 the tool should be able to resolve corresponding range
for the secondary side. An exact model of the plant may not be available or using it
may be too inefficient It must be possible to use approximative models and deal with
the inaccuracy properly. It should be possibly to use e.g. intervals or qualitative values
instead of exact values.

When adding boron into the tank it is important to check that it is not lead out of the
tank immediately. Typically one sheet of a hardcopy P&I-diagram does not show all the
pipelines connected to a tank. The tool should give different perspectives on the plant
so that it could be easily checked, which valves must be closed to guarantee that boron
does not escape from the tank. But is it allowed to close all those valves? The tool
should maintain a plant state all the time and reflect normal operation so that it is easy
to check if in the state under consideration it may be necessary to take water out of tank

3 Operational range: "assume the primary side flow is between 50 - 70 kg/s. On whicb range must
the secondary side flow vary to guarantee required temperatures?"
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Figure 3. Another sheet of the P&I-diagram of the make-up water system.

tnkA for some purpose or lead more water into the tank tnkA. Because of uncertainty
and incomplete knowledge not a single plant state and single possible prediction of
behaviour but a range of all the possible behaviours must be considered.

The tool should be able to compute the required amount of boron and also estimate how
long boronation takes the desired concentration of boron in tnkA is specified. In this
case it turns out that so much of the boronated water must be pumped into tnkA that its
level must first be decreased. Telling the tool to decrease the level should be sufficient;
the tool should then show where it is possible to lead the water. It should also highlight
the incoming lines which are open or which may be opened during the boronation
process.

The discussion this far indicates that P&I-diagrams and a plant model are not sufficient
to design a control procedure. The intended use of the components must be known as
well. A hierarchy of models might help in understanding the purpose of the plant
components and their intended use. Formalising the specifications of the intended use
of the components in models on different levels of abstraction and constructing an
inference engine capable of utilizing them is an interesting scientific challenge.

A more prgmatic approach of making the process experts to design the main lines of
every control procedure is considered here. A task hierarchy of Figure 4 can be



Figure 4. The hierarchy of the tasks to boronate tnkA.

constructed together
with the process
expert to guide the
design of the control
procedure. The
process expert can
state for example
that boron must be
carefully mixed with
water to guarantee
homogenous sol-
ution. If not during initial discussion at least after having seen the first trial solution of
boronation4. A process expert can also give pre- post- and support conditions for the
subtasks. On more complex control tasks the construction of the higher levels of the task
hierarchy is based on the designers "mental model" of the plant Such high level design
could be supported with computerised high level rough - maybe qualitative - models of
the plant

A process expert is needed to further elaborate the task of mixing the boron. The plant
is actually designed so that water circulation can be established via pi , v2, line a, tnkA
and v3 to mix the boron. Here the tool should be able to show the whole circulation
loop.

Figure 5 demonstrates the use of the tool.
The tool maintains a (possibly branching)
sequence of plant states. These snapshots
represent time points of significant events
and the episodes between them as
illustrated in Figure 6. Initially a plant
state ranges over the whole possible
operational range of the plant The user
can constrain any of the states by
drawing a bar indicating the possible
range of a variable in that state. He can
specify a sequence of states by drawing
corresponding bars. For example the
tank level is first assumed to be between
medium and high, then it is required to be between low and high and decreasing, after
that it is required to be steady for a while. Correspondingly the tool finds out that the
flow out of the tank is high during the episode when the level is decreasing. The level
being low triggers the boronation which can be seen from the bars showing the boron
flow. Initiation of the boronation can be automatic because the pre- and postconditions
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Figure 6.
episodes.

Dividing continuous behaviour into

4 Ad hoc design modifies directly the result of the design if any errors or misconceptions are detected.
Disciplined design updates the requirements specifications and redesigns the system.
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Figure 5. Using the design support tool.

of the tasks in the hierarchy determine it. Consequently the tool shows that the level
starts to increase.

Using the model the tool determines the possible range of other variables when some
are constrained. Using the plant model the tool can also check that the states following
each other are consistent with the plant model, i.e the dynamics is correct. This
guarantees that the behaviour imagined by the designer is consistent with the plant
model. The tool can also check that the behaviour sketched by the user is accordance
with the task hierarchy, i.e. that all the pre- post- and support conditions of every low
level task are satisfied. The tasks may determine the sequence of states so well that the
design can be automated.

From a sequence o: plant states representing significant events during the desired
behaviour it is possible to extract the sequence of actions to be taken and the
preconditions of those actions.

DISCUSSION

The way further ;r>. the use of computers to support control/monitoring system design is
to look at the design process to find ways to develop it Needs for computerised tools
on the one i.and jnJ potential techniques on the other hand must be studied to find ways



to make better use of computers. The potentialities of the computers axe CAD-type
support for drawing design diagrams and problem solving capabilities based on
techniques for theorem proving, equation solving and simulation.

The above vision of a tool to support control system design and operations planning
does not necessarily reflect exactly the real-life needss. At least it does not reflect all the
real life needs. To make maximum use of the potential power of formal methods and
modern information technology, a clear vision of the actual requirements of
control/monitorign system design must be developed and that vision should be
formalised.

The approach to design presented above is based on the idea of constraint-based design
support presented for example by (Furata93). The required techniques of constraint
resolving are also discussed in (Valisuo94). Evidently the constraint resolving engine
must be able to deal with

both symbolic and numeric information;
both qualitative and quantitative knowledge;
clauses of logic, equations and inequalities;
continuous and discrete dynamics;
functional requirements given as logic conditions and as quantitative performance
criteria;
incomplete and inaccurate information;
etc.

Impact on dependability of partial computerisation of design must be evaluated. The
approach presented in this paper provides high visibility of the design process. The
designer is given a good view on the interrelationships of the plant variables and on the
effects and side-effects of any control actions. She/he can be given access to all the
knowledge the tool has. Because the knowledge is deep knowledge on first principles
of plant operation - like the plant model - the knowledge can be made comprehensible.
Thus the functioning of the tool can be easily followed and understood. Further the tool
solves only mechanistic routine tasks with algorithms which can be considered highly
dependable.
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